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SUBJECT: $20 million electric power loan 
to Norway 

The World Bank today made a loan equivalent to $20 million to ~he Kingdom 

of Norway for the further development of electric power facilities . The loan 

will help t.o finance the construction of two power plants having a combined 

capacity of 168,000 kilo'l-,atts . Half the power from the plants will supply the 

region served by the grid centered around the Trondheim area in mid- Norway, and 

the remainder will be exported to Sweden . The loan will also be used for the 

construction of 350 miles of transmission lin~s to reinfc~cc the power [rids in 

middle and southern Norway and to connect them for the first time . 

Norway's geography mountains rising abruptly from the sea to plateaus 

where hundreds of lakes provide natural storage for the heavy rainfall -- makes 

the country almost unique in its ability to produce hydroelectric power at low 

cost . In recent years Norway has been active in developing its electric power 

potential -- it now has more than five million kilowatts of capacity -- but it 

still has many power sites that could be developed to more than double the pre

sent power supply without increasing the cost per kilowatt hour significantly . 

Industrial users, mainly tlle electro-metallurgical and electro- chemical indus-

tries, consume 63% of the power produced . The rate of future power development 

will depend on the normal rise in der.iand, on the further growth of industries 

that make intensive use of electricity, and on the opportunities for eA-porting 

more power. 
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Part of the project for which today's loan was made consists of the develop

ment of the Upper Narn..sen River in central Norway. The river will be diverted 

t-h1Ym,o:h R H11t111'e1: 01· natnral lakes which will serve as reservoirs and provide al-

most complete annual regulation of the flow of water without the necessity for 

large and costly civil works. Two hydroelectric stations will be built to use 

the water so stored in the generation of electric power: the Tunnsj¢ plant will 

he,ve; a capacity of 23,000 ldlowatts, and the Tunns jpdal plant will have a capa

city of 145,000 kilowatts . 

The transmission fccilities included in the project consist of the erection 

of 3;0 ri'1 es of transmission lines, together with the necessary substations and 

transfo~ ~. ·.cs. One line will run from the Tunnsj¢dal power station to Eidum 

where it w::.11 connect with the Aura power grid se:c-1jng mid-11Jorway . A second 

line will cc built to form the first connection between the Aura grj_d and the 

Oslo grid. Apart from the normal advantages of combining markets, diversity 

and reserves of the two grids, this connection will permit a greater use of 

existing capa2i~y since these two regions have complementary rainfall conditions . 

The third transmission line will reinforce the Oslo power grid in southeastern 

Norway. 

The proceeds of the Bank loan will be made available to the Norwegian 

Watercourse and Electricity Board ( IWE), an agency of the Norwegian Government . 

Total generating capacity of I'TVE ' s power plants nov in operation amounts to 

1,163,000 kilowatts; plants already under construction will have an aggregate 

capacity of another 680,000 kilowatts, including the 400,000-kilowatt Tokke 

power plant for which the World Bank made a loan of $25 million in i,iay 1956 . 

The new transmission lines will be built and operated by the NVE . The Tunnsjp 

and Tunnsj¢dal hydroelectric power stations will be owned jointly by .NVE and 
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Nord-Trpndelag Electricity Works (NTE), an agency of the Province of Nord

T1·pndelag in which the plants are located. The tuo agencies will share equally 

in the cost of the plants and in their annual output of electric power. 

Construction of the power plants and transmission lines is scheduled for 

conplction by the end of 1963 at a total cost estimated at the equivalent of 

$54 million. rNE' s share of the cost amounting to $41 million will be covered 

partly by the World Bank loan and partly by budget allocations; NTE's share 

of $13 million will be met partly by the Province of Nord-Trpndelag, and partly 

by a loan from the 1'1unicipalities Bank of Norway. In connection with the 

MuriicipalitLes Bank loan, the Kingdom of Norway intends to raise the equivalent 

of $12 mi. ~.lion through two public bond issues in Sweden. 

The Harld Bank loan is for a term of 25 years nnd be•irs interest of 6°/o 

including the 1% commission which is allocated to the Bank's Special Reserve. 

Amortization will begin Harch 19G4. 

After ha.ving been approved by the Bank' s Executive Directors, the loan 

documents were signed by Mr. Torfinn Oftedal, Charge d'Affaires of the Embassy 

of l'Jorway in Washington, on behalf of the Kingdom of Norway, and by Mr. W.A.B. 

Iliff, Vice President, on behalf of the World Bank. 




